ACROSS
1  First off, equitable treatment leads to sound sharing? (7)
5  Precious commodity is partially sold at auction (4)
6  Cries of pain after very solemn oaths (4)
7  Reduction in e.g. medical fluid (4-5)
10 Dog food (4)
12 Cryptic language found in pairs of court decisions (4)
13 Live in brand-new tower (7)

DOWN
1  Knowing very good pottery? (5)
2  Nurse a stranded messenger? (3)
3  Distributed evenly up and down (5)
4  Tree of the old west (3)
8  I hear I owe one American (5)
9  Young soldier acted recklessly (5)
11 Returning mediocre skirt (3)
12 Endless attention for vehicle (3)